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Abstract 
The following are the steps required to test the accuracy the audio beep of the NTP web service www.time.is using; 

1) a GPS-ABC as the Time Reference, 
2) a smartphone voice recorder as as the recording medium, 
3) Audacity + FFmpeg as the Analysis tool. 

Method 
1) Start www.time.is and select UTC. 
2) Start GPS-ABC.  Take GPS-ABC outside to allow 

the GPS access to the satellite constellation.  
Once you have at least 5 satellites reported, and 
the Almanac OK (A-OK) LED is lit, you may retire 
inside to proceed with the test – provided 5 or 
more satellites are maintained. 

3) Inspect the seconds display of GPS-ABC and 
time.is to ensure the synchronisation looks OK. 

4) Turn on the time.is sound option and also 
ensure your PC’s sound system is on. 

 
Note: alas time.is reverts to local time when the 
sound feature is selected.  Maybe this can be 
fixed. 

5) Turn down the sound on your PC. 
6) Make a recording with GPS-ABC sounding it’s 

beeps, starting about 50 seconds into the 
minute.  This will ensure you get the long beep 
at the start of the next minute. 

7) At about 10 seconds into the minute, switch off the GPS-ABC beeper and turn up the sound of your PC so you can 
record the time.is beeps. 

8) At about 50 seconds into the minute, turn down the sound of your PC and switch GPS-ABC’s beeper on. This will 
ensure you get the long beep at the start of the next minute. 

9) Stop the recording. 
10) Copy the sound file onto your PC.  My Samsung-S5 records an .m4a file.  Other phones may be different.  There are 

many methods to copy the file – e.g. I share the file using Microsoft OneDrive, but DropBox or similar will work as 
will a USB cable. 

11) Analysis using Audacity.  The .m4a file can not be opened directly but can be imported, provided the FFmpeg 
codec is installed.  The following will demonstrate analysis methods. 

Analysis of Audio recordings using Audacity 
1)  Fig.1 shows what the audio recording looks like when opened using Audacity 

 
  



2) Reference the audio recording with the time scale. Simply delete the display preceding the GPS-ABC minute beep 
(tick). Zoom IN (Ctrl+1) and Zoom OUT (Ctrl+3) required so that you only delete just enough so that the time scale 
begins exactly at the beginning of the beep. 

 
3) Zoom in to inspect the 0.00 second.  Does the scale align with the start of the display? 

 
4) Zoom in to inspect the 1:00.00 second.  Does the scale align with the start of the display?  If it does not, then the 

“Sliding Time Scale” tool can be used to adjust the rate.  This was a problem in the ‘good old days’ when tape was 
used as the recording medium, however it should not be a problem when the recording is all digital. 

 
5) Inspect the time.is 20th second tick. 

 
  



 
6) Inspect the time.is 30th second tick. 

 
7) Inspect the time.is 40th second tick. 

 
Conclusion 
For this one sample I found that the audio beep of www.time.is was in advance of UTC by average 0.051 seconds over three 
readings.  
 
Recommendations 
Several samples should be made before www.time.is is used as a time base for observation of occultation events. 
 
It would be preferable if the www.time.is screen display was in UTC when the sound option was selected. 
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